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MIRROR SYMMETRY FOR NAHM BRANES
EMILIO FRANCO AND MARCOS JARDIM
Abstract. Using the Dirac–Higgs bundle and the morphism given by ten-
sorization, we consider a new class of virtual hyperholomorphic bundles over
the moduli space of M of degree 0 semistable Higgs bundles. This construction
generalizes the Nahm transform of a stable Higgs bundle.
In the physicist’s language, our class of hyperholomorphic vector bundles
can be seen as (virtual) space filling pBBBq-branes on M. We then use the
Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform to describe the corresponding dual branes re-
stricted to the smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration. The dual branes are
checked to be pBAAq-branes supported on a complex Lagrangian multisection
of the Hitchin fibration.
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1. Introduction
Higgs bundles were introduced by Hitchin in [H1] as solutions of the dimen-
sional reduction to a Riemann surface of the self-dual Yang–Mills equations in 4
dimensions. The moduli space M of G-Higgs bundles has a rich geometry, in partic-
ular, can be constructed as a hyperka¨hler quotient in the context of gauge theory
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[H1, Si0, Si1, Si2, Do, C] inheriting a hyperka¨hler structure; in addition, it ad-
mits a fibration MÑ B over a vector space, becoming an algebraically completely
integrable system [H2] which is known as the Hitchin system. It was shown in
[HT, DG, DP] that Hitchin systems for Langlands dual groups are dual, satisfying
thereby the requirements of being Strominger–Yau–Zaslow (SYZ) mirror partners
[SYZ], which allows for the identification of T-duality with mirror symmetry be-
tween them. Since the group G “ GLpn,Cq is Langlands self-dual, we obtain a
self-dual Hitchin system in this case, which is the one that we study in this paper.
Arinkin–Polishchuk [AP] gave a realization of mirror symmetry in the case of
smooth torus fibrations, by using a Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform to obtain holo-
morphic bundles from flat bundles supported on Lagrangian subvarieties of the
mirror. This was further extended by Bruzzo–Marelli–Pioli [BMP, BMP2] and by
Glazebrook, Kamber, and the second named author [GJK]. In the complex case,
the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform underlies a Fourier–Mukai transform, which
is the case for the locus of smooth fibres of the Hitchin system. We have not
found in the literature an extension of the Fourier–Mukai transform outside the
smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration, although Arinkin [Ar] and Melo–Rapagnetta–
Viviani [MRV1, MRV2] have extended the duality to Hitchin fibres associated to
non-reduced curves, providing the corresponding Fourier–Mukai transform. A sim-
ilar statement for the locus of non-reduced spectral curves is still missing to our
knowledge.
The rich geometry of the moduli space of Higgs bundles M makes it an object
of interest for theoretical physics. In [BJSV, HMS] it was shown that the dimen-
sional reduction of an N “ 4 Super Yang–Mills theory in 4 dimensions gives a 2
dimensional sigma model with hyperka¨hler target M, and, hence, S-duality in the
former becomes T-duality (mirror symmetry) in the latter. This was the starting
point for the ground-breaking article by Kapustin and Witten [KW], where they
relate the Geometric Langlands Conjecture and S-duality in the original N “ 4
super Yang–Mills theory.
Following Kapustin and Witten [KW], a pBBBq-brane in a manifold M with
hyperka¨hler structure pg,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3q, is a pair pZ,W q consisting of a hyperka¨hler
submanifold Z Ă M , and a hyperholomorphic vector bundle W Ñ Z. Similarly,
a pBAAq-brane is a triple pΞ, V,∇V q consisting of a submanifold Ξ Ă M which
is complex for Γ1 and Lagrangian for the second and third Ka¨hler structures (i.e.
complex Lagrangian with respect to Γ1), and a vector bundle V Ñ Ξ, holomorphic
with respect to Γ1, equipped with a compatible flat connection ∇V . In String The-
ory, branes are geometrical objects that encode the Dirichlet boundary conditions,
and mirror symmetry predicts a 1-1 correspondence between pBBBq-branes on a
moduli space of G-Higgs bundles and pBAAq-branes on a moduli space of GL-Higgs
bundles, where GL denotes the Langlands dual of G.
Motivated by this context, many authors have considered different ways of con-
structing hyperka¨hler and complex Lagrangian submanifolds in moduli spaces of
Higgs bundles on Riemann surfaces, see for instance [H4, BS1, BS2, BG, HS, BCFG,
BS3] and the geometry of these objects has been intensively studied [BGH1, BGH2,
GW, Ba1, Ba2]. More generally, due to their intrinsic geometric interest, one can
also study these special submanifolds on other classes of hyperka¨hler manifolds, like
quiver varieties [FJMa, HSc], and moduli spaces of stable sheaves on K3 or abelian
surfaces [FJMe]. Recently, Gaiotto [Ga] and Hitchin [H4, H5] constructed several
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examples of pBAAq-branes in the moduli space of Higgs bundles, and their dual
pBBBq-branes arising from the Dirac–Higgs bundle. The latter, originally defined
by Hitchin in [H3], is a virtual bundle (see Section 2.3) over a moduli space of Higgs
bundles which comes equipped with a natural hyperholomorphic connection, and
therefore is an important source of examples of pBBBq-branes.
Starting also from the Dirac–Higgs bundle, we consider in this paper a new
class of virtual hyperholomorphic bundles over the moduli space of M of degree 0
semistable Higgs bundles which are given by a generalized Nahm transform of a
given stable Higgs bundle on X . As pointed out before, these hyperholomorphic
bundles can be seen as (virtual) space filling pBBBq-branes on M. We then apply
the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform to the restriction of these space-filling pBBBq-
branes to the smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration, which we call Nahm branes ; we
check that the transformed object is indeed a pBAAq-brane supported on a complex
Lagrangian multisection of the Hitchin fibration. Since the Nahm transform of
the trivial Higgs bundle corresponds to the Dirac–Higgs bundle, we describe, as
a particular case, the behaviour under mirror symmetry of the pBBBq-brane that
constitutes the Dirac–Higgs bundle, when restricted to the smooth locus of the
Hitchin fibration.
Beyond the generalized Nahm transform for Higgs bundles, our main contribu-
tion is to take into account the additional structures (bundles and connections)
that constitute branes in the correspondence between pBBBq- and pBAAq-branes
predicted by mirror symmetry.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we review the properties of the Hitchin system and the theory of
Higgs bundles. In Section 4 we study the behaviour of spectral data of Higgs bundles
under tensorization, which will be crucial to understand our generalization of the
Nahm transform. Section 3 is dedicated to the study of the Dirac–Higgs bundle and
connection, the second ingredient necessary both defining the generalized Nahm
transform, described in Section 5. More precisely, the rank m Nahm transform
of a stable Higgs bundle E is a virtual vector bundle pEm Ñ Mm, with respect
to the gerbe βm (described in Section 2.3), on the moduli space of stable Higgs
bundles of rankm, equipped with a hyperholomorphic connection p∇Em. This virtual
vector bundle with the hyperholomorphic structure induced from the connectionp∇Em constitutes a virtual space-filling pBBBq-brane, called a Nahm brane.
In Section 6.1 we describe the Fourier–Mukai transform of the restriction pE1m
of pEm Ñ Mm to the smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration M1m Ă Mm, where the
gerbe βm trivializes, so that pE1m is a vector bundle in the usual sense. We show that
the Fourier–Mukai transform of pE1m is a sheaf qE1m supported on a multisection of
the Hitchin fibration. In Section 6.2 we show that the support of qE1m is a complex
Lagrangian subvariety and in Section 6.3 we prove that there exists a flat connectionq∇Em on it and therefore, the triple ´supp´qE1m¯ , qE1m, q∇Em¯ is a pBAAq-brane in M1m.
Furthermore, we see in this last section that the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform
of this triple returns our original
´ pE1m, p∇Em¯, restricted to the smooth locus of the
Hitchin fibration.
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2. Geometry of the Hitchin system
2.1. Non-abelian Hodge theory. Given a smooth projective curve X over C of
genus g ě 2, and denoting by En is the (unique up to isomorphism) C8-bundle of
rank n over X , a Higgs pair [H1, Si0, Si1, Si2] of rank n on X is pair pBE , ϕq where
BE is a Dolbeault operator on En fixing an integrable complex structure on it, and
ϕ is an element of Ω1,0X pEnq.
A Higgs bundle over X is a Higgs pair pBE , ϕq satisfying BEϕ “ 0. Equivalently,
a Higgs bundle is a pair E “ pE,ϕq, where E is a holomorphic vector bundle on
X , and ϕ P H0pX,EndpEq bKXq is a holomorphic section of the endomorphisms
bundle, twisted by the canonical bundle KX . Recall from [H1, Si0, Si1, Ni] that E
is said to be (semi)stable if every ϕ-invariant sub-bundle F Ă E satisfies
degF
rkF
ă pďq degE
rkE
.
In addition, E is polystable if it is a direct sum of semistable bundles Ei “ pEi, ϕiq,
all with the same slope degEi{rkEi.
It is possible to construct [H1, Si0, Si1, Si2, Ni] the moduli space Mn of rank n
and degree 0 semistable Higgs bundles on X . One has that
dimMn “ 2n2pg ´ 1q ` 2.
Non-abelian Hodge theory establishes the existence of a homeomorphism [H1,
Si1, Si2, Do, C] between Mn and the moduli space of flat connections on the trivial
C8-bundle of rank n. This is a consequence of the construction of these moduli
spaces as a hyperka¨hler quotient of the space of Higgs pairs An, which is an infinite
dimensional affine space modeled on the infinite vector space Ω1,0X pEnq ‘Ω0,1X pEnq,
by the gauge group Gn of complex automorphisms of En. Tangent to any Higgs
pair pBE , ϕq we can consider its infinitessimal deformations 9α P Ω0,1X pEndpEnqq and
9ϕ P Ω1,0X pEndpEnqq. The hyperka¨hler structure on An is given by the flat metric on
this space,
rgn pp 9α1, 9ϕ1q, p 9α2, 9ϕ2qq “ ż
X
tr p 9α˚1 ^ 9α2 ` 9α˚2 ^ 9α1 ` 9ϕ1 ^ 9ϕ˚2 ` 9ϕ2 ^ 9ϕ˚1 q ,
and the complex structures rΓ1np 9α, 9ϕq “ p i 9α, i 9ϕq ,
where i denotes
?´1, rΓ2np 9α, 9ϕq “ p´ 9ϕ˚, 9α˚q
and rΓ3n “ rΓ1nrΓ2n.
We denote by rωjnp¨, ¨q “ rgnp¨, rΓjnp¨qq the associated Ka¨hler forms, and by rΛjn “rωj`1n ` i rωj´1n the corresponding holomorphic symplectic forms. In particular, one
has the following description for the first one,
(2.1) rΛ1n pp 9α1, 9ϕ1q, p 9α2, 9ϕ2qq “ 1π
ż
X
tr p 9ϕ1 ^ 9α2 ´ 9ϕ2 ^ 9α1q .
From each of the Ka¨hler forms rωjn one can construct a moment map µjn and Mn is
identified with the hyperka¨ler quotient
Mn – pµ1nq´1p0q X pµ2nq´1p0q X pµ3nq´1p0q { Gn .
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The complex structures rΓjn descend naturally to complex structures Γjn on Mn.
Note that the 2-forms rωjn and rΛjn are gauge invariant, so they provide naturally the
Ka¨hler forms ωjn on Mn, and the holomorphic symplectic forms Λ
j
n.
The moduli space of Higgs bundles is realized in Mn after fixing the complex
structure Γ1n. Given a Higgs bundle E “ pE,ϕq, consider the complex
C‚E : EndpEq
r¨,ϕsÝÑ EndpEq bKX ,
which induces the following exact sequence
0 ÝÑ H0pC‚Eq ÝÑ H0pEndpEqq
r¨,ϕsÝÑ H0pEndpEq bKXq ÝÑ
H
1pC‚Eq ηÝÑ H1pEndpEqq
r¨,ϕsÝÑ H1pEndpEq bKXq ÝÑ H2pC‚Eq ÝÑ 0.
where HppC‚
E
q are the hypercohomology groups for the complex C‚
E
. If E is a
smooth point of the moduli space, the tangent space at it is given by TEMn “
H1pC‚
E
q. Thanks to Serre duality, ϕ P H0pEndpEq b KXq can also be regarded
as an element of the dual space H1pEndpEqq˚; a 1-form θ P T ˚
E
Mstn can then be
defined as the composition of ϕ with the map η : H1pC‚
E
q Ñ H1pEndpEqq, i.e.
θpvq “ ϕ ˝ ηpvq, for each v P H1pC‚
E
q. It can be checked that, on the smooth locus
of Mn, dθ is proportional to the the holomorphic symplectic form Λ
1
n, induced from
the hyperka¨hler structure.
2.2. The Hitchin fibration. We recall here the spectral construction given in
[H2, BNR, Si2]. Let pq1, . . . , qnq be a basis of GLpn,Cq-invariant polynomials with
degpqiq “ i. The Hitchin fibration is the dominant morphism
h : Mn ÝÑ Bn :“
Àn
i“1H
0pX,KbiX q
pE,ϕq ÞÝÑ pq1pϕq, . . . , qnpϕqq ,
and we refer to Bn as the Hitchin base.
Consider the total space TotpKXq of the canonical bundle, and the obvious
algebraic surjection p : TotpKXq Ñ X ; let λ be the tautological section of the
pullback bundle p˚KX Ñ TotpKXq. Given an element b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P Bn we
construct the associated spectral curve Sn,b Ă TotpKXq by considering the vanishing
locus of the section
(2.2) λn ` p˚b1λn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p˚bn´1λ` p˚bn P H0pX,KbnX q.
Restricting p to Sn,b yields a finite morphism pn,b : Sn,b Ñ X of degree n. Con-
sidering further the vanishing in TotpKXq ˆ Bn of the relative version of (2.2),
we construct as well a family of spectral curves Sn Ă TotpKXq ˆ B for which
we naturally have that Sn X pTotpKXq ˆ tbuq “ Sn,b. Restricting the projection
pˆ 1B : TotpKXq ˆBn Ñ X ˆB, we obtain a finite morphism of degree n:
pn : Sn Ñ X ˆBn.
For every b P B, the corresponding spectral curve Sn,b belongs to the linear
system |nX |, and, by Bertini’s theorem, it is generically smooth and irreducible.
Furthermore, since the canonical divisor of the symplectic surface TotpKXq is zero,
the genus of Sn,b is given by
(2.3) dn :“ g pSn,bq “ 1` n2pg ´ 1q.
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Thanks to Riemann–Roch theorem, pn,b,˚OSn,b is a rank n vector bundle of degree
degppn,b,˚OSn,bq “ ´pn2 ´ nqpg ´ 1q. This motivates the notation
δn :“ pn2 ´ nqpg ´ 1q.
Following [BNR], we consider the push-forward EL :“ pn,b,˚L of a torsion free
sheaf L on Sn,b of rank 1 and degree δn, which is a vector bundle on X of rank n
and degree δn ` degpπ˚OSn,bq “ 0. We consider as well the multiplication by the
restriction to Sn,b of tautological section, λb : OSn,b Ñ OSn,b b p˚bKX . Note that
this induces the following twisted endomorphism of L
1L b λb : LÑ Lb p˚bKX .
whose push-forward returns the Higgs field
ϕ “ pn,b,˚p1L b λbq : EL Ñ EL bKX ,
so that b “ hpϕq.
Thanks to Simpson’s construction [Si1], one can consider the moduli space
Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq Ñ Bn of rank 1 torsion free sheaves with relative degree δn over the
family of spectral curves Sn Ñ Bn with linearization p˚nL where L is the linearizar-
ion on X ˆ Bn naturally induced from the linearization of X . After [Si2], there is
a canonical identification
(2.4) Mn – Jac δnBnpSnq,
such that each Hitchin fibre is identified with the compactified Jacobian of the
corresponding spectral curve
h´1 pbq – Jac δnpSn,bq.
Fixing a point x0 P X in our curve, we construct a section σˆ : Bn Ñ Jac δnBnpSnq
by considering for every b the line bundle p˚n,bOXpx0qbpn´1qpg´1q on Sn,b. Such
choice induces the following identification
(2.5) Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq – Jac 0BnpSnq.
Again by Simpson’s construction [Si1], one can consider Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq_ to be the
moduli space of torsion free sheaves, with trivial relative degree, over the Bn-scheme
Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq. We have that Jac δnBnpSnq_ Ñ Bn is a relative scheme over Bn which
we call the relative dual compactified Jacobian of Sn. We can even construct the
product overBn of Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq and Jac δnBnpSnq_, obtaining the commutative diagram
(2.6) Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq ˆBn Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq_

πˇ
))❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
πˆ
uu❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq
hˆ
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq_
hˇ
uu❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
Bn,
σˆ
cc
σˇ
;;
where σˆ is the constant section considered above, and σˇ is the section given by
considering the structural sheaf on each JacpSn,bq.
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2.3. The universal bundle and gerbes. We review in this section the universal
(virtual) bundle over the moduli space Mn of semistable Higgs bundles, as it is a
fundamental piece to describe the Dirac–Higgs (virtual) bundle.
For n ą 1, the moduli space of Higgs bundles Mn is a coarse moduli space, not
a fine one. In other words, it is not possible to construct a universal bundle over
MnˆX . The best we can do is to construct a virtual universal bundle for a certain
flat unitary gerbe.
For any algebraic variety Y and any open subset Z Ă Y , recall that a Up1q-torsor
on Y is a sheaf of sets locally isomorphic to Up1q. Denote by TorspUp1q, Zq the set
of Up1q-torsors over Z Ă Y and note that it is a group with the tensor product. A
flat unitary gerbe on Y is a sheaf of categories β over Y such that β|Z is a torsor
for the group TorspUp1q, Zq. Given a covering tZiuiPI , a gerbe provides a category
(a groupoid indeed) for every Zi, the natural transformations of these categories
in the intersections is realized via tensoring by Lij Ñ Zi X Zj . Therefore, a gerbe
defines a set of flat unitary line bundles over the intersections tLij Ñ Zi XZjui,jPI
such that Lij – L´1ji and over the triple intersections Zi X Zj X Zk, one has that
Lij b Ljk b Lki is isomorphic to the trivial bundle. When we have a fine enough
tZiuiPI cover of Y , a virtual bundle E associated to the gerbe β is a set of vector
bundles tEi Ñ ZiuiPI such that on each intersection Ei|ZiXZj “ Lij b Ej |ZiXZj .
Even if one can not define a universal bundle over Mn, it is possible to construct
a universal projective bundle, that we denote by pPUn,Φnq Ñ X ˆMn. Define βn
to be the flat unitary gerbe of liftings of PUn to a vector bundle. By definition of
βn one can construct a virtual vector bundle from PUn, and therefore, one gets the
virtual universal Higgs bundle X ˆMn
pUn,Φnq “ tpUn,i,Φn,iq Ñ X ˆ Zn,iuiPI ,
where tZn,iuiPI is a covering of Mn. Observe that the gerbe βn trivializes over the
open subset given by the stable locus of the moduli space, as the existence of a
universal bundle is guaranteed there.
It can be shown that the gerbe of liftings βn is the pull-back to X ˆMn of a
gerbe over Mn, which we still denote by βn by abuse of notation. Consider the
obvious projections occurring in the following commutative diagram,
(2.7) Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq ˆBn Sn
rπS
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖rπJac
ww♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
p1Jacˆpnq

Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq
1Jac

Sn
pn

Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq ˆX
πVˆX
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
πJac
ww♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
πX

Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq Bn ˆX
rn
vv♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
X
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Let us denote by rpn : Sn Ñ X the composition of pn with the obvious projection
rn onto the second factor.
Let us denote by B1n Ă Bn the Zariski open subset given by those points b P Bn
such that Sn,b is smooth. We denote the restriction of Sn and Mn to B
1
n by S
1
n and
M1n “ JacδnB1npS
1
nq. Note that all the points of M1n are associated to line bundles over
smooth spectral curves, which are automatically stable. Therefore, M1n is contained
in the stable locus,
M1n ĂMstn .
As a consequence, the gerbe βn trivializes over M
1
n so the restriction of pUn,Φnq
is a bundle in the usual sense that we denote by
pU 1n,Φ1nq Ñ X ˆM1n.
There exists a universal line bundle associated to the family of smooth curves
S 1n that we denote by
Pn Ñ S 1n ˆB1n Jac δnB1npS
1
nq.
Observe that one recovers the universal bundle by setting U 1n “ p1Jac ˆ pnq˚Pn.
Note, also, that Φ1n coincides with the direct image of the multiplication by the
tautological section. Observe as well that the universal line bundle Pn defines an
embedding
ıˇn : S
1
n ãÑ Jac δnB1npS
1
nq_
given by y ÞÑ Pn|JacB1n pS1nqˆtyu. Finally, since Jac
δn
B1n
pS 1nq_ is naturally isomorphic
to Jac δnB1n
pS 1nq, define also
ıˆn : S
1
n ãÑ Jac δnB1npS
1
nq
to be the embedding defined by ıˇn and the isomorphism Jac
δn
B1n
pS 1nq – Jac δnB1npS 1nq_.
One can consider the relative Poincare´ bundle Pn over the smooth locus of the
Hitchin fibration M1n – JacδnB1npS 1nq,
Pn Ñ JacδnB1npS
1
nq ˆB1n JacδnB1npS
1
nq_.
Since Pn is a universal bundle for the topologically trivial line bundles on Jac
δn
B1n
pS 1nq
and Pn is a family of these objects, by definition of ıˇn above, one has that the
relation between Pn and Pn is
Pn – pˇın ˆ 1Jacq˚Pn.
We finish the section with a technical result that will be useful in Section 3.
Lemma 2.1. In the notation of diagram (2.7), we have:
R
1rπJac,˚ ´Pn b rπ˚SpOS1n λnÝÑ rp˚nKXq¯ – R0rπJac,˚ `Pn b rπ˚S `rp˚nKX |S1nXtλn“0u˘˘ .
Proof. Recall that the hypercohomology groups HppC‚q of a 2-step complex C‚ :
C0
fÑ C1 of sheaves on a variety satisfies the following exact sequence
0Ñ H0pC‚q Ñ H0pC0q fÑ H0pC1q Ñ H1pC‚q Ñ H1pC0q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
Applying this principle to the complex of sheaves Pn b rπ˚SpOS1n λnÝÑ rp˚nKXq on
Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq ˆBn S 1n as a scheme over Jac
δn
Bn
pSnq, we conclude that
R
1rπJac,˚ ´Pn b rπ˚SpOS1n λnÝÑ rp˚nKXq¯ –
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– coker
!rπJac,˚pPn b rπ˚SpOS1nqq λnÑ rπJac,˚pPn b rπ˚Srp˚nKXq)
since R1rπJac,˚pPn b rπ˚SpOS1nqq “ 0.
The identification on the statement of the Lemma then follows from applying
the functor rπJac,˚ to the following exact sequence of sheaves on Jac δnB1npS 1nq ˆB1n S 1n:
0Ñ Pn b rπ˚SpOS1nq λnÑ Pn b rπ˚Srp˚nKX Ñ Pn b rπ˚S `rp˚nKX |S1nXtλn“0u˘Ñ 0,
again using that R1rπJac,˚pPn b rπ˚SpOS1nqq “ 0. 
2.4. Fourier–Mukai and mirror symmetry for the Hitchin system. Recall
from the Section 2.3 that we denote by B1n the locus of the Hitchin base that
parametrizes smooth spectral curves, and by M1n “ JacδnB1npS
1
nq the smooth locus of
the Hitchin fibration. Over JacδnB1n
pS 1nqˆB1n JacδnB1npS
1
nq_ we can consider the relative
Poincare´ bundle Pn and the relative Fourier–Mukai transforms
RFˇn : D
b
B1n
pJacδnB1npS
1
nqq – DbB1npM1nq ÝÑ DbB1npJac
δn
V pS 1nq_q – DbB1npM1nq
F ‚ ÞÝÑ Fˇ ‚ :“ Rπˇ˚ pPn b πˆ˚F ‚q
and
RFˆn : D
b
B1n
pJacδnB1npS
1
nq_q – DbB1npM1nq ÝÑ DbB1npJac
δn
B1n
pS 1nqq – DbB1npM1nq
G‚ ÞÝÑ Gˆ‚ :“ Rπˆ˚ pP˚n b πˇ˚Gq .
This is an equivalence of categories since
(2.8) RFˆn ˝RFˇn “ rdns ˝
`
1´1
Jac
˘˚
,
where 1´1
Jac
denotes the involution given by inverting elements on each JacδnpSn,bq
under the group structure, and dn is defined in (2.3).
We now recall the work of Arinkin and Polishchuk [AP] which describes mirror
symmetry for Lagrangian tori fibrations in terms of a Fourier–Mukai—Nahm trans-
form for bundles with connections. This approach can be applied to the smooth
locus of the Hitchin system as the fibres of M1n – JacδnB1npS 1nq Ñ B1n are Lagrangian
with respect to Λ1n. Some useful properties of the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform
can be found in [GJK].
Corresponding to the definition of the Poincare´ bundle Pn, there is a canonical
connection on it, the Poincare´ connection ∇Pn . Its curvature is given by
(2.9) ∇2Pn “ 2π i ¨ 1Pn b ρn,
where ρn is fibrewise the standard holomorphic 2-form on TL JacpSn,bqˆTLˇ JacpSn,bq_
which is canonically isomorphic to H1pSn,b,OSn,bq ˆH0pSn,b,KSn,bq. We observe
that, TL JacpSn,bq ˆ TLˇ JacpSn,bq_ can be identified with the tangent space of
M1n, and after this identification, ρn coincides with Λ
1
n, the standard holomor-
phic symplectic form associated to the Dolbeault complex structure Γ1. Anal-
ogously, we can define the dual Poincare´ connection ∇
P
˚
n
, whose curvature is
∇2
P
˚
n
“ ´2π i ¨ 1
P
˚
n
b ρn.
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Consider a multisection Ξ of the fibration JacδnB1npS 1nq Ñ B1n and the associated
projections
(2.10) JacδnB1npS 1nq ˆB1n Ξ
πˆΞ
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦ πˇΞ
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
JacδnB1n
pS 1nq Ξ
Given a vector bundle V over Ξ, endowed with a connection ∇V , Arinkin and
Polishchuk [AP] considered its Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform,
ˆNn pΞ, V,∇V q :“
´pV ,∇ pV ¯ ,
where pV :“ πˆΞ,˚ pπˇΞ,˚P˚n b πˆΞ,˚V q
is the Fourier–Mukai transform, and
∇ pV :“ πˆΞ,˚
`
∇V b 1P˚n ` 1V b∇P˚n
˘
.
Observe that, so far, we have only used the C8-structure of these Lagrangian
fibrations. In fact, we could have worked with M “ T ˚B{H , where B is a (real)
vector space and H a relative lattice, with dual fibration M_ “ TB{H_. Denote
by ω the symplectic form defined on M (coming from the canonical symplectic
form in T ˚B) and consider a complexified symplectic form Λ “ ω ` i ξ, where ξ is
a covariantly constant 2-form. Using ω and Λ one can define naturally a complex
structure Γ on M . The power of the construction of Arinkin and Polishchuk arises
in the following theorem, which ensures, under certain circumstances, the existence
of a integrable complex structure on pV with respect to Γ.
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 1.1 of [AP], see also Theorem 6.3 of [Po]). The p0, 1q-
component of ∇ pV with respect to Γ is flat (hence pV -is holomorphic with respect to
Γ) if and only if
∇2V :“ 2πΛ|Ξ.
In the Hitchin system we deal with a complexified version of the previous situa-
tion. Observe that pV is naturally endowed with a Γ1-complex structure, and recall
that Λ1n “ ω2n ` iω3n. Then, a complex Lagrangian subvariety with respect to Λ1n
implies that it is Lagrangian with respect to ω2n and ω
3
n.
Corollary 2.3. The connection ∇ pV defines a hyperholomorphic structure on pV if
and only if
∇2V :“ 2πΛ|Ξ.
In particular when ∇V is flat and Ξ complex Lagrangian with respect to Λ
1
n.
In [GJK] one can find a detailed study of the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform
Nˆn, in particular when this construction has an inverse ˇNn. With respect to the
torus fibration M1n – JacδnB1npS 1nq
hˆÝÑ B1n, one can associate an exact sequence of
1-forms
0 ÝÑ hˆ˚Ω1B1n ÝÑ Ω
1
M1n
ÝÑ Ω1
M1n{B
1
n
ÝÑ 0,
which splits thanks to the Gauss-Manin connection, giving
(2.11) Ω1M1n – hˆ˚Ω1B1n ‘ Ω1M1n{B1n .
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Following [GJK], we introduce a bigrading on the De Rham algebra Ω‚
M1n
,
(2.12) Ω
xu,vy
M1n
“ Ωxu,0y
M1n
b Ωx0,vy
M1n
“ hˆ˚ΩuB1n b ΩvM1n{B1n ,
where the index u is called the basic degree and v is the fibre degree. Then, the
connection ∇W is adapted to the fibration if the x0, 2y-component of its curvature
is zero,
(2.13) p∇2W qx0,2y “ 0.
Given a Hermitian vector bundle W over M1n – JacδnB1npS
1
nq endowed with a
connection ∇W , we denoter∇W :“ ∇W b 1Pn ` 1W b∇Pn .
When the connection ∇W is adapted, [GJK] provides the transform
ˇNnpW,∇W q :“
´|W,∇|W¯ ,
given by
(2.14) |W “ Rdn πˇ˚ ´ker r∇x0,1yW ¯
and
∇|W “ Rdn πˇΞ,˚
´r∇x1,0yW |ker r∇x0,1y
W
¯
.
They also proved that its support, Ξ :“ suppp|W q, is a multisection of the dual
fibration JacδnB1npS 1nq_.
We can see that (2.14) coincides with the Fourier–Mukai transform.
Lemma 2.4. Consider the fibration JacδnB1n
pS 1nq Ñ B1n and its dual, and consider
a Hermitian vector bundle W with an adapted connection ∇W . Recall that dn “
dimpJacpSn,bqq. Then, for 0 ě ℓ ě dn ´ 1
RℓFˇnpW q “ 0,
while
RdnFˇnpW q – |W
is the sheaf constructed in (2.14).
Proof. Note that W equipped with an adapted connection ∇W can be understood
as a family of vector bundles with flat connection over the fibres. Then, the lemma
follows easily from and in [GJK, (3.19)] and [BMP, Proposition 2.5]. 
Following again [GJK], an adapted connection ∇W on Jac
δn
B1n
pS 1nq is Poincare´
basic if the x1, 1y-part of the curvature of r∇W vanishes, equivalently, if
(2.15) πˆ˚Ξp∇W qx1,1y
ˇˇˇ
ker r∇x0,1y
W
“ ∇2Pn
ˇˇ
M1nˆB1n
Ξ
,
where we observe that M1n ˆB1n Ξ is precisely the support of ker r∇x0,1yW .
Let us denote by Vect∇ the category of pairs pW,∇W q, where W is a vector
bundle on JacδnB1npS 1nq endowed with an adapted Poncare´ basic connection ∇W .
Also, denote SpcDat the category of spectral data, i.e. triples pΞ, V,∇V q where
pΞ, V q is a relative skyscraper sheaf on the dual fibration JacδnB1npSnq
_, and ∇V is
a connection on V .
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Theorem 2.5 (Corollary 4.18 of [GJK]). The Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transforms
Nˆn and Nˇn provide an equivalence of categories between Vect
∇ and SpcDat.
We refer to this functor as the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform. The curvature
of ∇|W can be computed in terms of the basic component of the starting curvature.
Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 4.6 of [GJK]). The curvature of ∇|W is
∇
2|W “ RdπˇΞ,˚
´
πˆ˚Ξp∇2W qx2,0y|ker r∇x0,1y
W
¯
.
After Lemma 2.6, we say that pW,∇W q is transversely flat, if
πˆ˚Ξp∇2W qx2,0y|ker r∇x0,1y
W
“ 0.
3. The Dirac–Higgs bundle and connection
Let us fix a metric ζ on the rank n topologically trivial C8-bundle En. Given
a Higgs vector bundle E “ pE,ϕq supported on En, we write BE for the associated
Dolbeault operator and BE for the p1, 0q-part of the Chern connection constructed
with ζ and BE . Hitchin introduced in [H3] the following Dirac–Higgs operator
(3.1)
DE : Ω
0
XpEnq ‘ Ω0XpEnq ÝÑ Ω1,0X pEnq ‘ Ω0,1X pEnq
pf1, f2q ÞÝÑ p´BEf1 ` ϕf2,´ϕ˚f1 ´ BEf2q,
with adjoint
(3.2)
D˚
E
: Ω1,0X pEnq ‘ Ω0,1X pEnq ÝÑ Ω0XpEnq ‘ Ω1,1X pEnq
pψ1, ψ2q ÞÝÑ ϕ˚ψ1 ` B˚Eψ2,´BEψ1 ´ ϕψ2q.
Let HppEq denote the hypercohomology groups of the complex of sheaves E ϕÑ
E bKX . The key fact about such operators is that
kerDE » H0pEq ‘H2pEq and kerD˚E » H1pEq,
see [H3, Section 7]. Hausel proved in [Ha, Corollary 5.1.4] that if E is nontrivial
stable Higgs bundle of degree 0, then H0pEq “ H2pEq “ 0, so that kerDE “ 0.
If E be a semistable Higgs bundle of degree 0, let grpEq “ ‘jEj be the associated
graded object, where pE1, . . . , Elq are the stable factors of its Jordan–Ho¨lder filtra-
tion; we say that E is without trivial factors (or w.t.f., for short) if none of these
factors Ej is trivial.
Lemma 3.1. Let E is a semistable Higgs bundle of degree 0. kerDE “ 0 if and
only if E is without trivial factors. In addition, if E is without trivial factors, then
kerD˚E “ H1pgrpEqq » ‘jH1pEjq,
where Ej are the stable factors of the Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration of E.
Proof. First, assume that E is a semistable Higgs bundle of degree 0 without trivial
factors; in order to prove that kerDE “ 0, it is enough to check the case l “ 2 and
use induction on the length l of Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration. So assume that E fits
into a short exact sequence (of Higgs bundles) of the following form:
0Ñ E1 Ñ E Ñ E2 Ñ 0.
Using the induced long exact sequence in hypercohomology, it follows that H0pEq “
H2pEq “ 0 since H0pEjq “ H2pEjq “ 0 for j “ 1, 2 by Hausel’s corollary. In addition,
we also have that H1pEq » H1pE1q ‘H1pE2q, as desired.
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Conversely, assume that E has a trivial factor in its Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration. It
follows that there exists a monomorphism pOX , 0q ãÑ E , implying that H0pEq ‰ 0,
thus also kerDE ‰ 0. 
Since the index of DE is ´2npg ´ 1q, see [Bl, Lemma 2.1.8] or [FJ, page 1226],
we conclude that
(3.3) dimkerD˚E “ 2npg ´ 1q
whenever E is a semistable Higgs bundle of degree 0 of rank n without trivial
factors. Furthermore, the vector space kerD˚
E
does not depend upon the choice of
a representative within the S-equivalence class rEs of E .
We denote by Mwtfn the subset of Mn consisting of the S-equivalence classes of
semistable Higgs bundle without trivial factors.
Consider now the trivial vector bundle (of infinity rank)
Ωn :“
´
Ω1,0X pEnq ‘ Ω0,1X pEnq
¯
ˆMwtfn .
Since Ω1,0X pEnq‘Ω0,1X pEnq has a natural metric on it, we see that Ωn Ñ Mwtfn comes
equipped with a metric.
One would like to define an action ofD˚
E
on the corresponding fibre of Ωn to define
an index bundle. To do so we need to provide, for each point of Mwtfn represented
by an S-equivalence class rEs of Higgs bundles, a polystable representative in this
S-equivalence class. This amounts to give a universal Higgs bundle over our moduli
space and we have already seen that such universal bundle only exists for n “ 1.
For general rank, the best we can obtain is the virtual universal bundle pUn,Φnq “
tpUn,i,Φn,iq Ñ X ˆ Zn,iqu as in Section 2.3, where tZn,iuiPI is a covering of Mn
which is fine enough for the gerbe βn. We can now define locally in Zn,i XMwtfn ,
the family of Dirac-type operators D˚pUn,i,Φn,iq Ñ Zn,i given by D˚pUn,i,Φn,iq
ˇˇˇ
v
“
D˚pUn,i,Φn,iq|v
. Let us denote, for every Zn,i restricted to M
wtf
n , the rank 2npg ´ 1q
holomorphic bundle
(3.4) Dn,i :“ kerD˚pUn,i,Φn,iq ÝÑ Zn,i XMwtfn ,
and consider
(3.5) Dn :“
 
Dn,i Ñ Zn,i XMwtfn
(
iPI
,
which is a virtual bundle for the gerbe βn over M
wtf
n , called the Dirac–Higgs bundle.
Thanks to the work of Hausel [Ha], one can describe the Dirac–Higgs bundle in
terms of the universal bundle.
Proposition 3.2. Consider the obvious projection πM : X ˆMwtfn Ñ Mwtfn . The
Dirac–Higgs bundle is
(3.6) Dn – R1πM,˚
´
Un
ΦnÝÑUn b π˚XKX
¯
.
Proof. Considering each local universal bundle pUn,i,Φn,iq over the open subset
Zn,i XMwtfn of Mn, note that
R
0πM,˚
´
Un,i
Φn,iÝÑ Un,i b π˚XKX
¯
“ R2πM,˚
´
Un,i
Φn,iÝÑ Un,i b π˚XKX
¯
“ 0
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since, as observed above, H0pEq “ H2pEq “ 0 for each E P Mwtfn . It follows from
Lemma 3.1 that
Dn,i – R1πM,˚
´
Un,i
Φn,iÝÑ Un,i b π˚XKX
¯
.
Using our gerbe β, it follows that the virtual Dirac–Higgs bundle is (3.6) and the
proof is completed. 
Define
Ξ0n :“ Sn X ppX ˆ t0uq ˆBnq .
Note that for each b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P B1n one has that Sn,b XX ˆ t0u is the locus
where bn “ 0, being bn P H0pKbnX q. Recall that degKbnX “ 2npg ´ 1q. Then Ξ0n is
a finite cover over Bn of degree 2npg ´ 1q,
(3.7) Ξ0n
2npg´1q : 1 // Bn.
Recall that the gerbe βn trivializes over M
1
n. Using (3.6) we give a description
of D1n :“ Dn|M1n , which generalizes the fibrewise description given in [H4, Section
7]. Recall the embedding ıˇn : S
1
n ãÑ M1n defined at the end of Section 2.3.
Proposition 3.3. Take the sheaf rp˚nKXbOΞ0n on Sn and consider its restriction to
S 1n. By abuse of notation, we denote its pushforward under ıˇn by ıˇn,˚prp˚nKXbOΞ0nq,
which is a sheaf on JacδnB1npSnq_. Then,
D1n – RFˇn
`
ıˇn,˚prp˚nKX bOΞ0nq˘ .
Proof. Recall from Section 2.3 that we denote by U 1n the restriction of Un to M
1
n,
and by Pn the universal line bundle on S
1
n. All the maps considered here are the
restriction to the corresponding objects given by restricting Bn to B
1
n.
Starting from (3.6) and the isomorphism (2.4), note that
D1n – R1πM,˚
´
U 1n
ΦnÝÑ U 1n b π˚XKX
¯
– R1πJac,˚
´
U 1n
ΦnÝÑ U 1n b π˚XKX
¯
.
Next, recalling the relation between the universal bundle and the Poincare´ bundle
described in Section 2.3, and making use of the projection formula and base change
theorems for the various morphisms in the diagram (2.7), we obtain
D1n – R1πJac,˚
´
p1Jac ˆ pnq˚Pn ΦnÝÑ p1Jac ˆ pnq˚Pn b π˚XKX
¯
– R1πJac,˚
ˆ
p1Jac ˆ pnq˚
ˆ
Pn
p1JacˆλnqÝÑ Pn b p1Jac ˆ pnq˚π˚XKX
˙˙
– R1rπJac,˚ ˆPn p1JacˆλnqÝÑ Pn b rπ˚Srp˚nKX
˙
– R1rπJac,˚ ´Pn b rπ˚SpOS1n λnÝÑ rp˚nKXq¯
– R0rπJac,˚ `Pn b rπ˚S `rp˚nKX |S1nXtλn“0u˘˘ , by Lemma 2.1,
– R0rπJac,˚ `Pn b rπ˚Sprp˚nKX bOΞ0nq˘ .
Recall that, by the definition of ıˇn, one has that the restriction of the Poincare´
bundle P˚n Ñ JacδnB1npS
1
nqˆB1n JacδnB1npS
1
nq_ to the image of the embedding 1Jacˆ ıˇn,
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coincides with Pn. Using this, the projection formula, and base change theorems
on the diagram (2.7), we have that
D1n –R0rπJac,˚ `Pn b rπ˚Sprp˚nKX bOΞ0nq˘
–R0rπJac,˚ `p1Jac ˆ ıˇnq˚P˚n b rπ˚Snprp˚nKX bOΞ0nq˘
–R0πˆ˚R0
`
1Jac ˆ ıˇnq˚pp1Jac ˆ ıˇnq˚P˚n b rπ˚Sprp˚nKX bOΞ0nq˘
–R0πˆ˚
`
P˚n bR0p1Jac ˆ ıˇnq˚rπ˚S `rp˚nKX bOΞ0n˘˘
–R0πˆ˚
`
P˚n b πˇ˚R0ıˇn,˚
`rp˚nKX bOΞ0n˘˘
–R0Fˇn
`
R0ıˇn,˚
`rp˚nKX bOΞ0n˘˘ .
Since ıˇn is an embedding, one has that R
0ıˇn,˚prp˚nKX b OΞ0nq coincides with
ıˇn,˚prp˚nKXbOΞ0nq. The support of prp˚nKXbOΞ0nq is Ξ0n, which is a finite 2npg´1q-
cover of B1n, and so is ıˇnpΞ0nq which is the support of ıˇn,˚prp˚nKX bOΞ0nq. Therefore,
RFˇnpˇın,˚prp˚nKX bOΞ0nqq is a complex supported in degree 0. 
After Proposition 3.3 and equation (2.8), it is possible to study the Fourier–
Mukai transform of D1n.
Corollary 3.4. We have that RFˆn pD1nq is a complex entirely supported in degree
dn “ 1` n2pg ´ 1q, and the sheaf RdnFˆn pD1nq is
Dˇ
1
n :“ RdnFˆn
`
D1n
˘ – ıˇn,˚ `rp˚nKX bOΞ0n˘ ,
with
supp
`
Dˇ
1
n
˘ “ ıˇn `Ξ0n˘ .
One can also define naturally a connection onDn. Consider the trivial connection
d on the trivial bundle Ωn, and consider the embedding jn : Dn ãÑ Ωn and the
projection pr : Ωn Ñ Dn defined by the natural metric on Ωn. We define the
Dirac–Higgs connection to be the connection given by the composition
(3.8) ∇n “ prn ˝ d ˝ jn.
The second part of the following statement can be found in Blavaand [Bl, Theo-
rem 2.6.3] (see also [FJ, Proposition 11]) although the description for the curvature.
Proposition 3.5. The curvature of the Dirac–Higgs connection is proportional to
the gauge-invariant 2-form
(3.9) Θ pp 9α1, 9ϕ1q , p 9α2, 9ϕ2qq :“
ż
X
tr p 9α1 ^ 9α˚2 ´ 9α2 ^ 9α˚1 ´ 9ϕ1 ^ 9ϕ˚2 ` 9ϕ2 ^ 9ϕ˚1 q ,
where
9αi P ker
ˆ
H1pEndpEqq r¨,ϕsÝÑ H1pEndpEq bKXq
˙
and
9ϕi P coker
ˆ
H0pEndpEqq r¨,ϕsÝÑ H0pEndpEq bKXq
˙
.
In particular, it follows that the Dirac–Higgs connection is of type p1, 1q with
respect to all complex structures on Mn, hence the Dirac–Higgs bundle Dn admits
a hyperholomorphic structure, cf. [Bl, Theorem 2.6.3] and [FJ, Proposition 11]).
The new content of the previous proposition is the explicit formula for the curvature
of the Dirac–Higgs connection, which will play an crucial role later on.
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Proof. Recall the definition of the Dirac–Higgs bundle given in (3.4). For a certain
point E “ pE,ϕq of the moduli space Mn, the projection
prn|E : Ωn|E ։ Dn|E “ kerD˚E
can be expressed as
(3.10) prn|E “ 1Ωn ´DEGED˚E ,
where GE denotes the associated Green operator, defined to be
GE “ pD˚EDEq´1 .
If jn|E : Dn|E “ kerD˚E ãÑ Ωn|E is the natural embedding, recalling the definition
of the Dirac–Higgs connection from (3.8), we can write the curvature at E as
∇
2
n,E “ pprn|Eq d pjn|Eq pprn|Eq d pjn|Eq.
Using (3.10), we have for every local section σ of Dn
∇
2
n,Epσq “ pprn|Eq d pjn|Eq
`
1Ω
n
´DEGED˚E
˘
dσ
“ ´pprn|Eq d pjn|Eq pDEGED˚E q dσ , since d2σ “ 0;
“ pprn|Eq d pjn|EqDEGEpdD˚E qσ
because D˚
E
pdσq “ dpD˚
E
σq ´ pdD˚
E
q, and dpD˚
E
σq “ 0 since D˚
E
σ is a holomorphic
section of Dn. Continuing our chain of equalities, we have
∇
2
n,Epσq “ pprn|Eq d pDEGEpdD˚E qσq
“ pprn|Eq ppdDE qGEpdD˚E qσ `DEdGEpdD˚E qσq
“ pprn|EqpdDE qGEpdD˚E qσ
since dDE “ pdDE q ` DEd, and finally because pprn|EqDE “ 0, which is a conse-
quence of
pprn|EqDE “ DE ´DEGED˚EDE
and GED
˚
E
DE “ 1Ωn .
Summing up, we see that the Dirac–Higgs curvature ∇2n,E is the projection of
dDE ^ dD˚E in
´
Ω1,0X pEnq ‘ Ω0,1X pEnq
¯
ˆAn, where An is the affine space of Higgs
pairs pϕ, BEq.
Recall (3.1) and (3.2) and express DE and D
˚
E
in matricial form,
DE “
ˆ ´ϕ BE
´BE ´ϕ˚
˙
:
ˆ
Ω0XpEnq
Ω0XpEnq
˙
ÝÑ
ˆ
Ω1,0X pEnq
Ω0,1X pEnq
˙
and
D
˚
E “
ˆ
ϕ˚ B˚E
´BE ´ϕ
˙
:
ˆ
Ω1,0X pEnq
Ω0,1X pEnq
˙
ÝÑ
ˆ
Ω0XpEnq
Ω1,1X pEnq
˙
Recall that the affine space An is modeled on the infinite dimensional vector space
Ω1,0X pEndpEnqq‘Ω0,1X pEndpEnqq, and one can consider the infinitesimal deformations
of BE and ϕ, 9α˚, 9ϕ P Ω1,0X pEndpEnqq, as well as 9α, 9ϕ˚ P Ω0,1X pEndpEnqq associated
to BE and ϕ˚. Then,
dDE “
ˆ
0 0
´1 0
˙
d 9α`
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
d 9α˚ `
ˆ´1 0
0 0
˙
d 9ϕ`
ˆ
0 0
0 ´1
˙
d 9ϕ˚
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and
dD˚E “
ˆ
0 0
´1 0
˙
d 9α`
ˆ
0 ´1
0 0
˙
d 9α˚ `
ˆ
0 0
0 ´1
˙
d 9ϕ`
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
d 9ϕ˚
so
dDE ^ dD˚E “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
d 9α^ d 9α˚ ´
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
d 9ϕ^ d 9ϕ˚
`
ˆ
0 0
2 0
˙
d 9ϕ˚ ^ d 9α`
ˆ
0 2
0 0
˙
d 9ϕ^ d 9α˚
“
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
pd 9α^ d 9α˚ ´ d 9ϕ^ d 9ϕ˚q ,
since d 9ϕ˚ ^ d 9α and d 9ϕ^ d 9α˚ belong to Ω0,2X pEndpEnqq and Ω2,0X pEndpEnqq respec-
tively, and these spaces vanish over a curve.
We observe that d 9α^ d 9α˚ ´ d 9ϕ^ d 9ϕ˚ projects to (3.9), and this proves the first
statement.
We can see that Θ is of type p1, 1q with respect to the complex structure Γ1n. To
study the type with respect to Γ2n we first perform the following change of variables
9u :“ 1
2
p 9α` i 9ϕ˚q ,
9u˚ :“ 1
2
p 9α´ i 9ϕ˚q ,
9v :“ 1
2
p 9α˚ ` i 9ϕq ,
9v˚ :“ 1
2
p 9α˚ ´ i 9ϕq .
One can check that 9u and 9v are holomorphic vectors with respect to Γ2n, and 9u
˚
and 9v˚ antiholomorphic. In this base, Θ can be expressed as follows
(3.11) Θ pp 9u1, 9v1q , p 9u2, 9v2qq :“ 2
ż
X
tr p 9u˚1 ^ 9v2 ´ 9u˚2 ^ 9v1 ´ 9v˚1 ^ 9u2 ` 9v˚2 ^ 9u1q .
We also see that Θ is of type p1, 1q with respect to Γ2n, and then, it is also of type
p1, 1q with respect to Γ3n “ Γ1nΓ2n. 
We conclude this section by showing Dirac–Higgs connection is adapted to the
Hitchin fibration, so that one can apply the Fourier–Mukai transform defined in
Section 2.4.
Proposition 3.6. The Dirac–Higgs connection ∇n is adapted to the Hitchin fibra-
tion Mn
hˆÝÑ Bn.
Proof. Fixing a point of the smooth locus of the Hitchin base b P B1n Ă Bn, recall
that hˆ´1pbq – JacδnpSn,bq and denote by fb : JacδnpSn,bq ãÑ M1n the corresponding
embedding, which we recall that corresponds to the push-forward under pn,b :
Sn,b Ñ X . For every 9β P H1pSn,b,OSn,bq “ H1pSn,b, L˚ b Lq, we have that
dfb 9β “ pn,b,˚ 9β P H1pX, pn,b,˚L˚ b pn,b,˚Lq “ H1pX,EndpEqq, which is contained
indeed in ker
ˆ
H1pX,EndpEqq r¨,ϕsÝÑ H1pX,EndpEq bKXq
˙
. Also, one has for every
9β˚ P H0pSn,b,KSn,bq “ H0pSn,b, L˚ b L b KSn,bq, that dfbp 9β˚q “ pn,b,˚p 9β˚q P
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coker
ˆ
H0pX,EndpEqq r¨,ϕsÝÑ H0pX,EndpEq bKXq
˙
. We recall from Proposition
3.5, that the Dirac–Higgs curvature is proportional to the holomorphic 2-form Θ,
where Θ is defined in (3.9). Taking the pull-back of Θ under fb we obtain, for every
two 9β1, 9β2 P H1pSn,b,OSn,bq, that
f˚b Θ
´
9β1, 9β2
¯
“
ż
X
tr
´
dfb 9β1 ^ pdfb 9β2q˚ ´ dfb 9β2 ^ pdfb 9β1q˚
¯
´
ż
X
tr
´
dfbp 9β˚1 q ^ dfbp 9β˚2 q˚ ´ dfbp 9β˚2 q ^ dfbp 9β˚1 q˚
¯
“
ż
X
tr
´
pn,b,˚ 9β1 ^ ppn,b,˚ 9β2q˚ ´ pn,b,˚ 9β2 ^ ppn,b,˚ 9β1q˚
¯
´
ż
X
tr
´
pn,b,˚ 9β
˚
1 ^ ppn,b,˚ 9β˚2 q˚ ´ pn,b,˚ 9β˚2 ^ ppn,b,˚ 9β˚1 q˚
¯
“
ż
Sn,b
9β1 ^ 9β˚2 ´ 9β2 ^ 9β˚1 ´ 9β˚1 ^ 9β˚˚2 ` 9β˚2 ^ 9β˚˚1
“
ż
Sn,b
9β1 ^ 9β˚2 ´ 9β2 ^ 9β˚1 ´ 9β˚1 ^ 9β2 ` 9β˚2 ^ 9β1
“ 0.
So we observe that the Dirac–Higgs curvature vanishes when restricted to the
Hitchin fibres: ∇2n|hˆ´1pbq “ 0. In other words, the Dirac–Higgs connection is
adapted to the Hitchin fibration, cf. equation (2.13). 
4. Tensorization and spectral data
In this section we explore the behaviour of the spectral data under tensorization,
generalizing partial results established in [BS] for Higgs bundles of rank 2 and 4.
Let us introduce in this section the tensorization of two Higgs bundles E “ pE,ϕq
and F “ pF, φq,
E b F :“ pE b F, ϕb 1F ` 1E b φq .
It is well known that, if E and F are semistable, then E b F is semistable too.
Then, fixing some E P Mn, one can define a map
(4.1)
τEm : Mm ÝÑ Mnm
rFs ÞÝÑ rE b Fs.
Remark 4.1. Note that τEm is hyperholomorphic, meaning that it is a holomorphic
morphism between pMm,Γimq and pMnm,Γinmq for each of the i “ 1, 2 or 3. As it is
defined, τEm is clearly holomorphic for i “ 1. To see that it is also holomorphic for
i “ 2, consider the vector bundle with flat connection pE1,∇E1q corresponding to E
under the Hitchin–Kobayashi correspondence, and observe that τEm, in the complex
structure Γ2, sends the vector bundle with flat connection pF 1,∇F 1q corresponding
to F , to pE1 b F 1,∇E1 b 1F 1 ` 1E1 b ∇F 1q. If τEm is holomorphic for i “ 1 and
i “ 2, it is also holomorphic for i “ 3 since this complex structure is given by the
composition of the previous two.
It will be necessary for us the understanding of the behaviour of τEm under the
isomorphisms Mn – Jac δnBnpSnq, which we address in the rest of this section. For
the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case of reduced spectral curves.
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Consider the map given by the sum along the fibres of the canonical line bundle
σ : KX ˆX KX ÝÑ KX .
Proposition 4.2. Denote by SE and SF the spectral curves associated to the stable
Higgs bundles E “ pE,ϕq and F “ pF, φq of trivial degree and rank n and m
respectively. Assume that SE and SF are reduced and, in the case where n “ m,
that SE ‰ SF . Consider the tensor product E b F “ pE b F, ϕ b 1F ` 1E b φq.
Then the spectral curve of E b F is
(4.2) SEbF “ σpSE ˆX SFq.
The curve SEbF is reduced and singular. Furthermore, there exists a partial
desingularization ηEbF : rSEbF Ñ SEbF at a divisor of length pm2n2`mn´mn2´
nm2qpg ´ 1q, such that one has the diagrams
(4.3) rSEbF
qE
m
||③③
③③
③③
③③ qF
n
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
rpEbFnm

SE
pE
n
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
SF
pF
m
||①①
①①
①①
①①
X,
and
(4.4) rSEbF
rpEbF !!❉❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
ηEbF // SEbF
pEbF
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
X,
commute, where pEbF and rpEbF are nm-covers, pE and qF n-covers, and pF and
qE are m-covers. Note that, by construction, all these maps are flat morphisms
except ηEbF .
Finally, denote by LE Ñ SE , LF Ñ SF and LEbF Ñ SEbF , the spectral data for
E, F and E b F respectively. Then
LEbF – ηEbF ,˚ pq˚ELE b q˚FLFq .
Proof. We start by constructing rSEbF and the maps in (4.3). We have that
(4.5) Totpp˚
E
KXq rpE //
qE

TotpKXq
p

SE
pE // X
commutes. Furthermore, one has that q˚
E
p˚
E
KX Ñ Totpp˚EKXq has a tautological
section γ : Totpp˚
E
KXq Ñ q˚Ep˚EKX . Recall that the equation defining SF is
(4.6) λm ` p˚b1pφqλm´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p˚bm´1pφqλ ` p˚bmpφq “ 0,
where bipφq P H0pX,KbiX q. Then, one has that the vanishing of
γm ` q˚E b1pp˚Eφqγm´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q˚E bm´1pp˚Eφqγ ` q˚E bmpp˚Eφq “,
“ γm ` q˚Ep˚Eb1pφqγm´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q˚Ep˚Ebm´1pφqγ ` q˚Ep˚Ebmpφq
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defines the spectral curve rSEbF of the p˚EKX-Higgs bundle p˚EF over SE .
Since (4.5) commutes, observe that
q˚Ep
˚
EKX – rp˚Ep˚KX .
Also, the pull-back of the tautological section λ : TotpKXq Ñ Totpp˚KXq under rpE
equals the tautological section γ : Totpp˚
E
KXq Ñ Totpq˚Ep˚EKXq,
γ “ rp˚Eλ.
Then, we see that rSEbF coincides with the vanishing of the pull-back under rpE of
the section stated in (4.6) and whose vanishing locus defines SF ,
rp˚Eλm ` rp˚Ep˚b1pφqrp˚Eλm´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rp˚Ep˚bm´1pφqrp˚Eλ` rp˚Ep˚bmpφq “,
γm ` rp˚Ep˚b1pφqγm´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rp˚Ep˚bm´1pφqγ ` rp˚Ep˚bmpφq “,
“ γm ` q˚Ep˚Eb1pφqγm´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q˚Ep˚Ebm´1pφqγ ` q˚Ep˚Ebmpφq.
This proves that rSEbF is naturally isomorphic to the pull-back of the finite bundle
defined by SF Ñ X , rp˚EpSF Ñ Xq,
and therefore rpEpSp˚
E
F
q is equal to SF . We denote by qF : rSEbF Ñ SF the
restriction of rpE , and, abusing of notation, we denote the restriction of the other
projection by qE : rSEbF Ñ SE . This proves the existence of the diagram (4.3)
where we observe that all the maps are flat by construction.
Denote by q the structural morphism of p˚KX Ñ TotpKXq. Observe that
p˚KX |Xˆt0u – KX and consider the associated morphism η : Totpp˚KXq Ñ
TotpKXq. Note that one has the commutative diagram
Totpp˚KXq
q

η // TotpKXq
p2

TotpKXq p1 // X,
We denote by SEbF the image of rSEbF under η, and we denote by ηEbF the restric-
tion. By construction, the diagram (4.4) commutes. Since ηEbF is the projection
of a curve, it is a partial desingularization or an isomorphism.
Recalling that SE Ă TotpKXq we have that Totpp˚EKXq “ q´1pSEq embeds
naturally into Totpp˚KXq in such a way that the restriction q to it equals rpE .
Therefore, we see that q˚
E
p˚
E
KX – rp˚Ep˚KX can be identified with to the restriction
of q˚p˚KX to q
´1pSEq Ă Totpp˚KXq. Under this isomorphism, the restriction
of the tautological section of q˚p˚KX , rλ : Totpp˚KXq Ñ q˚p˚KX , to q´1pSEq is
related to the tautological section γ : Totpp˚
E
KXq Ñ q˚Ep˚EKX as follows
(4.7) γ “ rλ|q´1pSEq ´ q˚λ1|q´1pSEq,
where the index of λ1 indicates that it is the tautological section of p
˚
1
KX . Similarly,
we denote by λ2 the tautological section of p
˚
2
KX . We observe that
(4.8) rλ “ η˚λ2
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by construction of η. Then, we can rewrite the equation defining rSEbF as the
system of equations in Totpp˚KXq
(4.9)$’&
’%
0 “ q˚λn1 ` q˚p˚b1pϕqq˚λn´11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q˚p˚bn´1pϕqq˚λ1 ` q˚p˚bnpϕq “ 0,
0 “ pη˚λ2 ´ q˚λ1qm ` q˚p˚b1pφqpη˚λ2 ´ q˚λ1qm´1 ` . . .
¨ ¨ ¨ ` q˚p˚bm´1pφqpη˚λ2 ´ q˚λ1q ` q˚p˚bmpφq “ 0.
One naturally have that Totpp˚KXq – TotpKX ˆX KXq and, under this isomor-
phism, q corresponds to the projection of the first factor while η corresponds to the
projection of the second. Using the sum map σ : KX ˆX KX Ñ KX , we define
rσ : TotpKX ˆX KXq ÝÑ TotpKX ˆX KXq
pk1, k2q ÞÝÑ pk1, σpk1, k2qq.
Recall that rSEbF is defined by (4.9). The first equation of the system defines SE ,
while the second correspond to the points of SF centered at SE , sorSEbF – rσ pSE ˆX SFq .
This proves the isomorphism (4.2), since taking the image under η corresponds to
projecting to the second factor.
η
´rSEbF¯ – σ pSE ˆX SFq .
We observe that σ pSE ˆX SF q is reduced since both SE and SF are reduced by
hypothesis, and assumed to be SE ‰ SF in the case where n “ m. Furthermore,
we observe that the tautological section on σpSE ˆX SF q is precisely λ2,
(4.10) λ|σpSEˆXSF q “ λ2.
It remains to show that LEbF , as described in the hypothesis, and SEbF , as
constructed above, constitute indeed the spectral data for E b F . The projection
formula gives
rpEbF ,˚pq˚ELE b q˚FLFq – pE,˚qE,˚pq˚ELE b q˚FLF q
– pE,˚pLE b qE,˚q˚FLFq
– pE,˚pLE b p˚EpF ,˚LFq
– pE,˚LE b pF ,˚LF
– E b F.
Note that in the third line we have used qE,˚q
˚
F
LF – p˚EpF ,˚LF , which follows from
the commutativity of rSEbF qF //
qE

SF
pF

SE
pE // X,
and the fact that all these maps are flat. Since rpEbF “ pEbF ˝ ηEbF ,
E b F – pEbF ,˚ pηEbF ,˚pq˚ELE b q˚FLFqq – pEbF ,˚LEbF .
Then, LEbF Ñ SEbF is indeed the spectral data of our Higgs bundle E b F .
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Since it is a spectral curve, we know that gpSEbFq “ 1 ` n2m2pg ´ 1q. Also,
thanks to (4.3), we know that rSEbF Ñ SF is an n-cover whose ramification is
Ram
´rSEbF Ñ SF¯ – p˚FRam pSE Ñ Xq .
Since the length of Ram
´rSEbF Ñ SF¯ is the difference of its genus gprSEbFq and
the genus of the unramified n-cover, one has
gprSEbFq ´ pnpgpSFq ´ 1q ´ 1q “ mpn2 ´ nqpg ´ 1q.
Then, the genus of rSEbF is
gprSEbFq “ 1` pmn2 ` nm2 ´ nmqpg ´ 1q.
Then, we conclude that ηEbF : rSEbF Ñ SEbF is a partial desingularization at a
divisor of length
gpSEbFq ´ gprSEbFq “ pm2n2 `mn´mn2 ´ nm2qpg ´ 1q.

Consider the semistable Higgs bundle E “ pE,ϕq associated to the spectral data
LE Ñ SE , where SE is reduced. After Proposition 4.2, the morphism
τˆEm : Jac
δm
B1m
pS 1mq ÝÑ Jac
δnm
Bnm
pSnmq
LF Ñ SF ÞÝÑ ηEbF ,˚pq˚ELE b q˚FLFq Ñ SEbF ,
corresponds to τEm.
Corollary 4.3. For every semistable Higgs bundle E “ pE,ϕq of rank n, the dia-
gram
Jac δmB1mpS
1
mq
pm,˚ –

τˆEm // Jac
δnm
Bnm
pSnmq
pnm,˚–

M1m
τEm // Mnm,
commutes.
Denote by
SE :“ SE ˆB1m
the constant family of curves. Define also the families of curves inside TotpKXq
parametrized by B1m, rΣEm :“ p˚E `S 1m˘
and
ΣEm :“ σ
`
SE ˆXˆB1m S 1m
˘
,
where σ denotes here the fibrewise sum in r˚mKX Ñ XˆB1m. Since we have chosen
SE smooth, and all the curves in S
1
m are smooth by definition of B
1
m, the curves inrΣEm are smooth too. From the proof of Proposition 4.2 we have the morphism
ηEm : rΣEm ÝÑ ΣEm
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which is, fibrewise, a partial desingularization at a divisor of length pm2n2 `mn´
mn2 ´ nm2qpg ´ 1q. Denote by δEm “ mδn ` nδm. Note that we can define
ηˆEm : Jac
δEm
B1m
prΣEmq ÝÑ JacδnmB1m pΣEmq
LÑ rSEbF ÞÝÑ ηEm,˚LÑ SEbF .
After Proposition 4.2, one has the following commutative diagram for families
given by the obvious projections
(4.11) rΣEmrqE
m:1
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
qm
n:1
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
pEmnm:1

SE
rpE
n:1
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
Sm
pm
m:1
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
X ˆB1m
where pEm is a nm-cover, rpE “ ppE ˆ 1B1mq and qm are n-covers, and pm and rqE are
m-covers.
Finally, we study the relation of τEm and the holomorphic 2-forms Λ
1
m and Λ
1
nm.
Lemma 4.4. One has that
τE,˚m Λ
1
nmp¨, ¨q – nΛ1mp¨, ¨q.
Proof. Since τEm commutes with all the complex structures Γ
1, Γ2 and Γ3 and one
can easily check that τˇE,˚m gnm “ rkpEqgm, we have
τE,˚m Λ
1
nmp¨, ¨q “ τE,˚m ω2nmp¨, ¨q ` i τE,˚m ω3nmp¨, ¨q
“ τE,˚m gnmp¨,Γ2p¨qq ` i τE,˚m gnmp¨,Γ3p¨qq
“ pτE,˚m gnmqp¨,Γ2p¨qq ` i pτE,˚m gnmqp¨,Γ3p¨qq
“ ngmp¨,Γ2p¨qq ` ingmp¨,Γ3p¨qq
“ nω2mp¨, ¨q ` inω3mp¨, ¨q
“ nΛ1mp¨, ¨q.

We conclude this section with a generalization of Lemma 2.1 to arbitrary Higgs
bundles on X , a technical result that will be used in Section 6.1.
Lemma 4.5. Let E “ pE,ϕq be a Higgs bundle on X. In the notation of diagram
(2.7), we have:
R
1rπJac,˚ˆPm b rπ˚S
ˆrp˚mE 1bλm`rp˚mϕb1ÝÑ rp˚mE b rp˚mKX
˙˙
– R0rπJac,˚ `Pm b rπ˚S `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘ .
Note that the identification provided by Lemma 2.1 is just the one above applied
to the trivial Higgs bundle E “ pOX , 0q.
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Proof. The idea of the proof is the similar to the one used in Lemma 2.1. Note that
prp˚mE, rp˚mϕq is a relative rp˚mKX-Higgs bundle over the family of curves Sm Ñ B1m.
This point of view provides the isomorphism
R
1rπJac,˚ˆPm b rπ˚S
ˆrp˚mE 1bλm`rp˚mϕb1ÝÑ rp˚mE b rp˚mKX
˙˙
– coker
"rp˚mE 1bλm`rp˚mϕb1ÝÑ rp˚mE b rp˚mKX
*
.
From the proof of Proposition 4.2 and recalling the commutative diagram (4.11),
we know that the (family of) spectral data is rq˚
E
LE Ñ ΣEm. We denote by γ the
corresponding tautological section γ : Totprp˚mKXq Ñ Totpq˚mrp˚mKXq. Recall from
(4.7), (4.8) and (4.10) that
ηE,˚m λΣ “ γ ` q˚mλm
where λΣ is the tautological section of Σ
E
m. Then,
coker
"rp˚mE 1bλm`rp˚mϕb1ÝÑ rp˚mE b rp˚mKX
*
–
– coker
!
qm,˚rq˚ELE 1bλm`qm,˚γb1ÝÑ qm,˚rq˚ELE b rp˚mKX)
– qm,˚ coker
"rq˚ELE 1bq˚mλm`1bγÝÑ rq˚ELE b q˚mrp˚mKX
*
– qm,˚ coker
"rq˚ELE 1bηE,˚m λΣÝÑ rq˚ELE b q˚mrp˚mKX
*
– qm,˚
ˆrq˚ELE b coker
"
OrΣm η
E,˚
m λΣÝÑ q˚mrp˚mKX
*˙
– qm,˚
´rq˚ELE bOtηE,˚m λΣ“0u b q˚mrp˚mKX¯
– qm,˚
´rq˚ELE bOtηE,˚m λΣ“0u¯b rp˚mKX .
Note that λΣ vanishes at
tλΣ “ 0u “ ΣEm X pX ˆ t0uq ˆBm “ Sm X´SE “ ΞEm.
It follows that
qm,˚OtηE,˚m λΣ“0u – OΞEm ,
so
qm,˚
´rq˚ELE bOtηE,˚m λΣ“0u¯ – p´1q˚LE bOΞEm .
Completing the desired identification. 
5. Nahm transform of high rank
In [FJ] the Nahm transform for Higgs bundles is considered, resulting in a Her-
mitian connection over M1 of type p1, 1q with respect to the complex structures
Γ11, Γ
2
1 and Γ
3
1. Here, we generalize this construction to moduli spaces of arbitrary
rank.
Fix a Higgs bundle E “ pE,ϕq of rank n and degree 0, supported on the Her-
mitian C8 vector bundle En. For every Higgs bundle F “ pF, φq of rank m and
degpF q “ 0, supported on the Hermitian C8 vector bundle Em, we can consider
the Higgs bundle E b F “ pE b F, ϕb 1F ` 1F b φq on En b Em – Enm.
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Associated to E “ pE,ϕq, we can define, for each F “ pF, φq in Mwtfm , the
following Dirac-type operators,
D
E
F :“ DEbF
and its adjoint
D
E,˚
F
:“ D˚EbF .
Recall that if E and F are both semistable, the so is E b F ; below we find
conditions under which E b F is without trivial factors.
Lemma 5.1. Let E “ pE,ϕq and F “ pF, φq be semistable Higgs bundles of degree
0 and rank n and m, respectively.
(1) if n ą m and E is stable, then E b F is without trivial factors;
(2) if n ă m and F is stable, then E b F is without trivial factors.
In particular, if n ‰ m and both E and F are stable, then E b F is without
trivial factors.
Proof. The (semi)stability of E implies the (semi)stability of E˚ “ pE˚,´ϕtq. If
E b F has a trivial factor, then there exists ψ : OX Ñ E b F such that pϕb 1F `
1E b φqpψq “ 0. Equivalently, there exists a nontrivial morphism ψ : E˚ Ñ F such
that pψb 1KX q ˝ p´ϕtq “ φ ˝ψ. As a consequence, the image Imψ is a φ-invariant
subbundle of F and the kernel kerψ is a p´ϕtq-invariant bundle of E. Note that
degpImψq “ degpkerψq “ 0. If n ‰ m, either Imψ or kerψ are proper subbundles,
contradicting the stability of F or E˚, respectively. 
Denote by MEm the open subset of Mm given by those Higgs bundles F such that
E b F is without trivial factors. Thanks Lemma 5.1 we know that
‚ if E is stable and rkpEq ą m,
MEm “ Mm;
‚ if rkpEq ă m or if rkpEq “ m and E stable,
Mstm Ă MEm.
Let us consider the infinite rank trivial bundle on MEm
ΩEm :“
´
Ω1,0X pEn b Emq ‘ Ω0,1X pEn b Emq
¯
ˆMEm.
After Lemma 5.1 and (3.3), one has that
dimkerDE,˚
F
“ dimkerD˚EbF “ 2nmpg ´ 1q
is fixed. As we did in the definition of the Dirac–Higgs bundle, take a covering
tZm,iu of Mm which is fine enough for the gerbe βm, consider the families of Dirac-
type operators DE,˚pUm,i,Φm,iq “ DEbpUm,i,Φm,iq over Zm,i XMEm, and setpEm,i :“ kerDE,˚pUm,i,Φm,iq
which is a holomorphic rank 2nmpg´1q bundle over each Zm,iXMEm. We consider,
over MEm, the virtual bundle for βm given bypEm :“ ! pEm,i Ñ Zm,i XMEm)
iPI
.
Note that there is a natural metric on Ωnm and consider the projection pr
E
m :
ΩEm Ñ pEm defined by it. Observe that one naturally has a trivial connection d on
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the trivial bundle ΩEm, and consider the embedding j
E
m :
pEm ãÑ Ωn. Define also,
the connection on pEm p∇Em :“ prEm ˝ d ˝ jEm.
We define the rank m Nahm transform of the Higgs bundle E as the virtual vector
bundle over MEm with connection
(5.1) Eˆm :“
´pEm, p∇Em¯ .
Remark 5.2. The Nahm transform defined by Frejlich and Jardim [FJ] is precisely
the case m “ 1 of the construction above. Note that, in this case, the gerbe β1 is
trivial, so pE1 can be defined globally as a vector bundle with connection over M1.
Remark 5.3. Observe that the rank m Nahm transform of the trivial Higgs bundle
O :“ pOX , 0q coincides with the Dirac–Higgs bundle and connection of rank m,
Oˆm – pDm,∇mq .
By definition of MEm, the image of the morphism τ
E
m defined (4.1) is contained
in Mwtfnm,
τEm : M
E
m ÝÑ Mwtfnm.
Such point of view allows us to give an alternative description of the rank m Nahm
transform, compare with [Bl, Definition 3.0.2].
Proposition 5.4. Consider the rank m Nahm transform of a stable Higgs bundle
E of rank n, with n ‰ m. One has that
(5.2) pEm – τE,˚m Dnm
and
(5.3) p∇Em – τE,˚m ∇nm.
Proof. We first observe that ΩEm is naturally isomorphic to τ
E,˚
m Ωnm as bundles
over MEm. Over the open subset Zi “ Zm,iXMEm, we have that Eˆm,i and τE,˚m Dnm,i
are both defined as subbundles of ΩEm|Zi – τE,˚m Ωnm|Zi . Also, for every F , one has
that
(5.4) τE,˚m Dnm,i
ˇˇ
F
“ kerD˚τEmpFq “ kerD
˚
EbF “ pEm,i ˇˇˇ
F
,
so, they coincide and (5.2) follows. Also, after (5.4), it follows that τE,˚m prnm “ prEm
and τE,˚m jnm “ jEm. Recalling that d is the trivial derivation in the trivial bundles
ΩEm – τE,˚m Ωnm, we have
τE,˚m
p∇m,i “ pτE,˚m prnmq ˝ pτE,˚m dq ˝ pτE,˚m ˝ jq “ prEm ˝ d ˝ jEm “ p∇Enm,i,
and (5.3) follows as well. 
We have seen in Remark 4.1 that τEm is a hyperholomorphic morphism. Then,
thanks to Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 5.4, one has that the higher rank Nahm
transform is hyperholomorphic as well.
Corollary 5.5. Given a stable Higgs bundle E, its rank m Nahm transform Eˆm is
a virtual hyperholomorphic vector bundle over MEm with a hyperholomorphic con-
nection.
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In other words, Eˆm is a space filling, virtual pBBBq-brane over Mstm, as defined
in the Introduction.
Remark 5.6. One can construct other pBBBq-branes using the objects considered in
this section. The restriction of the Dirac–Higgs bundle and connection pDnm,∇nmq
on Mwtfnm to the image of τ
E
m
pDnm,∇nmq|ImpτEmq ,
and the push-forward under τEm of the Dirac–Higgs bundle and connection pDm,∇mq
on Mstm
τEm,˚ pDm,∇mq
are two virtual pBBBq-branes supported on the hyperka¨hler subvariety ImpτEmq Ă
Mwtfnm.
Remark 5.7. Another class of space filling pBBBq-branes would arise by considering
the pull-back under τEm either of the hyperholomorphic line bundle constructed by
Neitzke in [Ne], or of the even exterior powers of the Dirac–Higgs bundles, which
is a hyperholomorphic vector bundle in the usual sense, see [H4].
6. The mirror brane
6.1. The Fourier–Mukai transform. Recall that the smooth locus of the Hitchin
fibration is contained in the stable locus, M1m Ă Mstm. Then, picking E stable we
always have M1m Ă MEm. Note as well that the gerbe βm trivializes over M1m ĂMstm,
so the restriction of the rank m Nahm transform Eˆ 1m “ Eˆm|M1m becomes there a
hyperholomorphic bundle in the usual sense, Eˆ 1m “
´ pE1m, p∇Em¯. In this section
perform the Fourier–Mukai transform of Eˆ 1m.
Given an stable Higgs bundle E “ pE,ϕq with spectral data LE Ñ SE , where
SE is a reduced spectral curve, consider the constant family of curves SE Ñ B1m
and the constant family of rank 1 torsion free sheaves LE determined by LE Ñ SE .
Noting that SE Ă TotpKXq, consider p´1q to be the (additive) inversion along the
fibres of KX and consider the family of curves ´SE and the constant family of rank
1 torsion free sheaves p´1q˚LE Ñ ´SE on it. Define
ΞEm :“ Sm X´SE
and consider the sheaf p´1q˚LE |ΞEm supported on it. Note that ΞEm equals ΣEm X
pXˆt0uqˆBm. Since ΣEm is a family of spectral curves of the form SEbF , by (3.7)
we have that ΞEm is a 2nmpg ´ 1q-cover of Bm,
ΞEm
2nmpg´1q : 1 // Bm.
We can now provide a result analogous to Proposition 3.3 for pE1m :“ pEm|M1m .
Theorem 6.1. Recall that we denoted by rpm : Sm Ñ X the composition of pm :
Sm Ñ Bm ˆX with the obvious projection rm : Bm ˆX Ñ X.
Let E “ pE,ϕq be a stable Higgs bundle with spectral data LE Ñ SE such that SE
is reduced. Then,
pE1m – RFˇm `ıˇm,˚ `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘ .
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Proof. Observe that we have the following commutative diagram
X ˆM1m
πMm //
1Xˆτ
E
m

M1m
τEm

X ˆMwtfnm
πMnm // Mwtfnm.
Since πMnm is flat, it follows that τ
E,˚
m ˝RiπMnm,˚ “ RiπMm,˚˝p1XˆτEmq˚. Recalling
(5.2), and proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, we have
pE1m – τE,˚m Dnm|M1m
– τE,˚m R1πMnm,˚
´
Unm
ΦnmÝÑ Unm b π˚XKX
¯ˇˇˇ
M1m
– R1πMm,˚
´
p1X ˆ τEmq˚pUnm ΦnmÝÑ Unm b π˚XKX
¯ˇˇˇ
M1m
– R1πJac,˚p1X ˆ τEmq˚
´
Unm
ΦnmÝÑ Unm b π˚XKX
¯ˇˇˇ
M1m
– R1πJac,˚
ˆ
U 1m b π˚XE
Φmb1`1bπ
˚
X
ϕÝÑ U 1m b π˚XE b π˚XKX
˙
– R1πJac,˚
ˆ
p1Jac ˆ pmq˚Pm b π˚XE
Φmb1`1bπ
˚
X
ϕÝÑ p1Jac ˆ pmq˚Pm b π˚XpE bKXq
˙
– R1πJac,˚
ˆ
p1Jac ˆ pmq˚
ˆ
Pm b rπ˚Srp˚mE p1Jacˆλmqb1`1brπ˚S rp˚mϕÝÑ Pm b rπ˚Srp˚mpE bKXq
˙˙
– R1rπJac,˚ˆPm b rπ˚S
ˆrp˚mE 1bλm`rp˚mϕb1ÝÑ rp˚mE b rp˚mKX
˙˙
.
Invoking the identification in Lemma 4.5, we then havepE1m – R0rπJac,˚ `Pm b rπ˚S `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘ .
Next, using the description of the Poincare´ bundle Pm in terms of Pm given in Sec-
tion 2.3, the projection formula and base change theorems for the various morphism
of diagram (2.7), one obtains the following chain of identifications:
pE1m – R0rπJac,˚ `p1Jac ˆ ıˇmq˚Pm b `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘
– R0πˆ˚R0p1Jac ˆ ıˇmq˚
`p1Jac ˆ ıˇmq˚Pm b rπ˚S `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘
– R0πˆ˚
`
Pm bR0p1Jac ˆ ıˇmq˚rπ˚S `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘
– R0πˆ˚
`
Pm b πˇ˚R0ıˇm,˚
`rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘
– R0Fˇm
`
R0ıˇm,˚
`rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘ .
Finally, as in the last part of the proof of Proposition 3.3, due to the fact that
ΞEm is a finite 2nmp2g ´ 2q-cover of B1n, RFˇm
`
ıˇm,˚
`rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘ is a
complex supported in degree 0. 
Thanks to Theorem 6.1 and (2.8) we can describe the Fourier–Mukai transform
qE1m :“ RFˆm ´ pE1m¯ ,
restricted to the smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration M1m Ă Mm, given by the
subset B1m Ă Bm of smooth spectral curves.
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Corollary 6.2. We have that qE1m is a complex entirely supported in degree dm “
1`m2pg ´ 1q, and as a sheaf over JacδmB1mpS 1mq_ isqE1m – ıˇm,˚ `rp˚mKX b LE |´ΞEm˘ ,
with
supp
´qE1m¯ “ ıˇm `´ΞEm˘ .
Proof. Observe thatqE1m –RdFˆmR0Fˇm `ıˇm,˚ `rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘˘
–
´
1´1
JacV pSq
¯˚
ıˇm,˚
`rp˚mKX b p´1q˚LE |ΞEm˘
–ıˇm,˚
`rp˚mKX b LE |´ΞEm˘ .

Remark 6.3. Observe that Proposition 4.2 implies that ImpτEmq lies outside the
smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration. Therefore, the method used in Section 6.1 is
not suited to study the behaviour of the pBBBq-branes defined in Remark 5.6 under
mirror symmetry. For that we would need to consider Fourier–Mukai transforms
over compactified jacobians of singular curves as in [Ar, MRV1, MRV2].
6.2. A complex Lagrangian multisection. We study in this section the support
of qE1m, the Fourier–Mukai transform of the higher rank Nahm transform, restricted
to the smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration M1m.
Theorem 6.4. The subvariety ıˆm
`´ΞEm˘ is a 2nmpg ´ 1q-section for the Hitchin
fibration and it is Lagrangian with respect to Λ1m.
Proof. Since ıˇm is an embedding and Ξ
E
m is a 2nmpg´1q-cover of B1m, we have that
ıˇm,ipΞEmq is a 2nmpg ´ 1q-section of M1m Ñ B1m.
Now, we have to prove that ıˆmpΞEmq is Lagrangian with respect to Λ1m. Recall
from Section 2.1, that Λ1m is defined as the exterior derivative dθ of a certain 1-form
θ. Then, we see that ıˆmpΞEmq is Lagrangian if and only if θ is a constant 1-form along
ıˆmpΞEmq. Since ıˆm is an embedding, it suffices to prove that ıˆ˚mθ|ΞEm,i is constant.
We recall the definition of θ. We recall that M1m Ă Mstm so all the points are
smooth and represented by the stable Higgs bundle E “ pE,ϕq, the tangent space
is TEMm “ H1pC‚E q, which comes naturally equipped with the map t : H1pC‚Eq Ñ
H1pX,EndpEqq. By Serre duality, the Higgs field ϕ P H0pEndpEq b KXq is an
element of the dual space ofH1pEndpEqq and recall that we defined θpvq “ xϕ, tpvqy,
for each v P H1pC‚
E
q.
We now study the description of θ over Jac δmB1mpS 1mq. By the spectral corre-
spondence, given the spectral data L Ñ Sm,b, one has that E “ ppbq˚L and
ϕ “ ppbq˚λb where λb : L Ñ L b p˚bKX is given by tensorizing by the restric-
tion to Sm,b of the tautological section λ : TotpKXq Ñ p˚KX . Note that p˚bKX
is a subsheaf of the canonical bundle KSm,b , then λb gives naturally an element of
H0pSm,b,KSm,bq. The isomorphism M1m – Jac δmB1mpS
1
mq_, given by the push-forward
under pb, provides as well the isomorphism between H
1pC‚
E
q and Ext1TotpKXqpL,Lq
and between H1pX,EndpEqq and Ext1Sm,bpL,Lq – H1pSm,b,OSm,bq. Then, we can
express θpvq to be xλb, t1pvqy given by Serre duality, where now v P TL Jac δmB1mpS
1
mq –
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Ext1TotpKX qpL,Lq, the section λb P H0pSm,b,KSm,bq is defined by the restriction
of the tautological section λ : TotpKXq Ñ p˚KX to Sm,b Ă TotpKXq, and t1 :
Ext1TotpKX qpL,Lq Ñ Ext1Sm,bpL,Lq – H1pSm,b,OSm,bq is the projection to those
deformations that preserve the support.
Note that, for every L1, L2 P JacpSm,bq, one has naturally that Ext1Sm,bpL1, L1q –
H1pSm,b,OSm,bq – Ext1Sm,bpL2, L2q. We observe that θ is a 1-form which is constant
along the fibres Jac
δmpSm,bq. On the other hand, the 1-form ıˆ˚mθ in S 1m depends
on the embedding dıˆm : TsSm,b ãÑ TOps´siq JacδmpSm,bq – H1pSm,b,OSm,bq. Re-
call that ıˆm sends the point s P Sm,b to the the line bundle associated whose
meromorphic sections have pole at s P Sm,b and a zero at si. Since Serre dual-
ity x¨, ¨y : H0pKSm,bq ˆ H1pOSm,bq Ñ k sends xλ, ξy to the sum of residues of the
meromorphic differential λξ, one has that
ıˆ˚mθ|s – ıˆ˚mxλb, ¨y|s – λbpsq.
So, ıˆ˚mθ is the one form defined by the tautological section λ : TotpKXq Ñ p˚KX .
Obviously, the tautological section λ restricted to X ˆ t0u Ă TotpKXq, is the
zero section. Recall that we have defined ΞEm as the intersection of SE and ´Sm
inside TotpKXq. But this is equivalent to the intersection of ΣEm with X ˆ t0u.
Therefore, λ is constantly 0 along ΞEm, that is ıˆ
˚
mθ|ΞEm “ 0, and this concludes the
proof. 
Since Jac δmB1mpS 1mq and Jac
δm
B1m
pS 1mq_ are naturally isomorphic, one has a similar
statement on the dual fibration, where ıˇmpΞEmq coincides with the support of qE1m,
the Fourier–Mukai transform of the vector bundle underlying the rank m Nahm
transform Eˆ 1m.
Corollary 6.5. The support of the Fourier–Mukai transform qE1m of the rank m
Nahm transform, ıˇm
`
ΞEm
˘
, is a Lagrangian 2nmpg ´ 1q-section of the Hitchin fi-
bration.
6.3. The Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform. In this section we will apply the
Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform ˇNn to Eˆ
1
m, the restriction of the smooth locus of
the Hitchin fibration of the pBBBq-brane which constitutes the higher rank Nahm
transform of a stable Higgs bundle E . By doing so, we will obtain a mirror pBAAq-
brane in M1m.
Theorem 6.6. The connection p∇Em is adapted, Poincare´ basic and transversally
flat. Hence, one can consider the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform of Eˆm, giving
ˆNn
´ pE1m, p∇Em¯ “ ´ıˇm `´ΞEm˘ , qE1m, q∇Em¯
where qE1m – ıˇm,˚ `rp˚mKX b LE |´ΞEm˘ ,
its support,
ıˇm
`´ΞEm˘ “ ıˇm pSE X´Smq
is a Lagrangian 2nmpg´ 1q-section of the Hitchin fibration, and the connection onqE1m, q∇Em :“ RdπˇΞ,˚ ´pr∇Emqx0,1y|kerp r∇Emqx1,0y
¯
,
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is flat, where r∇Em “ p∇Em b 1Pn ` 1 pE1m b∇Pn .
Proof. According to Proposition 3.6, Dirac–Higgs connection ∇nm is adapted to
the Hitchin fibration Mnm
hˆÝÑ Bnm. By Proposition 4.2, the morphism τEm sends
the Hitchin fibre associated to the spectral curve SF to a subvariety of the Hitchin
fibre of the spectral curve SEbF “ σpSE ˆX SF q. This means that τEm preserves the
Hitchin fibration and, therefore, it respects the bigrading (2.12). As a consequence,
since ∇nm is adapted, we have that p∇Em “ τE,˚m ∇nm is adapted too.
Since it is adapted, we can consider the Fourier–Mukai–Nahm transform
Nˇmp pE1m, p∇Emq, which yields the relative skyscraper sheaf
Rdm πˇ˚
ˆ
ker
´r∇Em¯x0,1y
˙
;
let Ξ Ă JacδmB1mpS 1mq_ be its support. Note that
M1m ˆB1m Ξ “ JacδmB1mpS
1
mq ˆB1m Ξ “ supp
´
kerpr∇Emqx0,1y¯ ,
and the transformed connection is given by
q∇Em :“ RdπˇΞ,˚
ˆ´r∇Em¯x1,0y |kerp r∇Emqx0,1y
˙
.
After Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 6.2, one has that
qE1m “ RdmFˆm ´ pE1m¯ – Rdm πˇ˚
ˆ
ker
´r∇Em¯x0,1y
˙
so
Ξ “ ıˇm
`´ΞEm˘
is, after Theorem 6.4, a Lagrangian 2nmpg ´ 1q-section of the Hitchin fibration.
To prove that the connection q∇Em is flat, we have to apply Lemma 2.6 showing
first that p∇Em is transversally flat. Equivalently, we can prove that p∇Em is Poincare´
basic, so it is obtained from the connection q∇Em via ˆNm. In this case, the fact thatp∇Em is hyperholomorphic and Ξ Lagrangian, would imply that q∇Em is flat. So, p∇Em
being Poincare´ basic is equivalent to being transversally flat. We address the proof
of Poincare´ basic.
Starting from (2.1), we express the holomorphic 2-form Λ1nm in the basis of the
tangent space given by 9u, 9v, 9u˚ and 9v˚ introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.5,
Λ1nm “
´ i
π
ż
X
tr p 9u˚1 ^ 9v2 ´ 9u˚2 ^ 9v1 ´ 9v˚1 ^ 9u2 ` 9v˚2 ^ 9u1q
` ´ i
π
ż
X
tr p 9u1 ^ 9v2 ´ 9u2 ^ 9v1 ´ 9u˚1 ^ 9v˚2 ` 9u˚2 ^ 9v˚1 q
where 9u and 9v are holomorphic with respect to the complex structure Γ2nm, and 9u
˚
and 9v˚ antiholomorphic.
Recall from Proposition 3.5 and (3.11) that the Dirac–Higgs curvature is pro-
portional to Θ. From (3.11) and the previous description, we have
(6.1) 2π i Λ1nm “ Θ`Ψ,
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where
Ψ “
ż
X
tr p 9u1 ^ 9v2 ´ 9u2 ^ 9v1 ´ 9u˚1 ^ 9v˚2 ` 9u˚2 ^ 9v˚1 q .
Taking the pull-back under τEm in (6.1) and recalling Lemma 4.4, we have
2π i Λ1m “
1
n
τE,˚m Θ`
1
n
τE,˚m Ψ.
After Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 5.4, we have that 1
n
τE,˚m Θ is proportional to
the curvature of p∇Em, the connection of the higher rank Nahm transform. Then,
recalling the definition (2.15) of a Poincare´ basic connection, and recalling the
description of the Poincare´ curvature (2.9), we have that p∇Em is Poincare´ basic if
τE,˚m Ψ vanishes on M
1
m ˆ Ξ, where Ξ is Lagrangian after Theorem 6.4.
Following [Po, Section 6.3], one can have a nice description of the holomorphic
and antiholomorphic tangent vectors of TpE1,E2qpM1m ˆ Ξq with respect to Γ2m. Ob-
serve that, for pE1, E2q with hˆpE1q “ hˇpE2q “ b, one has
TpE1,E2qpM1m ˆ Ξq “ TE1 hˆ´1pbq ‘ TE2Ξ.
With respect to this splitting, the holomorphic vectors of TpE1,E2qpM1m ˆ Ξq with
respect to Γ2m are respectively of the form`´ i Λ1mp¨, 9xq, 9x˘ ,
where x is a vector in TE2Ξ. Analogously, the vectors of TpE1,E2qpM1mˆΞq antiholo-
morphic with respect to Γ2m are given by`
i Λ1mp¨, 9yq, 9y
˘
,
for any y P TE2Ξ.
Since the morphism τEm is holomorphic for the complex structures Γ
2
m and Γ
2
nm,
the vector 9u “ `´ i Λ1np¨, dτEmp 9xqq, dτEmp 9xq˘ is holomorphic, if and only if 9x is holo-
morphic. Conversely, 9v˚ “ ` i Λ1np¨, dτEmp 9yqq, dτEmp 9yq˘ is antiholomorphic, if and only
if 9y is antiholomorphic. Therefore, we see that the TE2Ξ part of τ
E,˚
m Ψ vanishes,
and τE,˚m Ψ restricted to TpE1,E2qpM1m ˆ Ξq, is proportional to
d 9u ^ d 9v ´ d 9u˚ ^ d 9v˚|
M1mˆΞ
“ ´2 i τE,˚m Λ1nm
ˇˇ
Ξ
“ ´2 inΛ1m
ˇˇ
Ξ
,
where we have used Lemma 4.4. Recalling once more that Ξ is Lagrangian after
Theorem 6.4, one has that τE,˚m Ψ vanishes on Ξ, and the proof follows. 
Corollary 6.7. The Fourier–Mukai-Nahm transform of the higher rank Nahm
transform restricted to the smooth locus of the Hitchin fibration, ˇNmpEˆ 1mq, is a
pBAAq-brane.
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